DECLASSIFIED

1. PAGE 4 & 6 082400Z Nov 66, OPERATION DRAGON EYE Period 080001 to 082400H Nov 66 COMMENCING DATE FOR DRAGON EYE
   090800H Nov 66
2. PAGE 6 110333Z Nov 66, HISSUM # 314, period 10001 to 102400H Nov 66
   OPERATION DRAGON EYE
3. PAGE 4 120111Z Nov 66, III MAF DAILY SITREP # 315, OPERATION DRAGON EYE
4. PAGE 6 130333Z Nov 66, III MAF DAILY HISSUM # 316, period 120001 to 122400H Nov 66
   OPERATION DRAGON EYE
5. PAGE 6 140333Z Nov 66, NO SITREP LISTED, period 130001 to 132400H
   Nov 66, OPERATION DRAGON EYE
6. PAGE 3 150111Z Nov 66, III MAF DAILY SITREP # 318 for period 140001H to 142400H Nov 66
7. PAGE 5 160333Z Nov 66, III MAF HISSUM # 369, OPERATION DRAGON EYE
   period 150001H to 152400H Nov 66
8. PAGE 6 (NO DTG LISTED) III MAF HISSUM # 321, period 170001H to
   172400H Nov 66, OPERATION DRAGON EYE
9. PAGE 6 170333Z Nov 66, III MAF HISSUM # (Not listed) period 160001H to
   162400H Nov 66, OPERATION DRAGON EYE
10. PAGE 3 & 4 170352Z Nov 66, FMF PAC SITREP # 597, (No period listed)
    OPERATION DRAGON EYE
11. PAGE 3 (200111Z Nov 66, III MAF DAILY SITREP # 323 for period 190001H to
    192400H Nov 66, OPERATION DRAGON EYE
12. PAGE 4 (NO DTG LISTED) III MAF HISSUM # 324, for period 200001H to 202400H
    Nov 66, OPERATION DRAGON EYE
13. PAGE 3 & 4 220333Z Nov 66, III MAF HISSUM # 325 for period 21 Nov 66
    OPERATION DRAGON EYE
14. PAGE 4, (NO DTG LISTED) III MAF HISSUM # (Not listed) period 220001 to
    222400H Nov 66, OPERATION DRAGON EYE
15. PAGE 4 240333Z Nov 66, III MAF HISSUM # (Not Listed) period 230001 to
    232400H Nov 66, OPERATION DRAGON EYE
16. PAGE 4 250333Z Nov 66, III MAF HISSUM # (Not Listed) period 240001 to
    242400H Nov 66
17. PAGE 4 260333Z Nov 66, III MAF HISSUM # 329, period not listed
    OPERATION DRAGON EYE

(1)
18. PAGE 4

270333Z Nov 66, III MAF HISUM (No not listed)
OPERATION DRAGON EYE

19. COMUSMACV Msg 272213Z Nov 66, SUBJ: TELECON OPERATION DRAGON EYE TERMINATED
271600H Nov 66
CONFIDENTIAL
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CAS FOR PD 080001H TO 082400H WERE: USMC; 00 WIA; ENEMY:
5 KIA (CC 80), 5 VCC, 1 WPN.

B. PLANS SUMMARY

(1) OP PRAIRIE, 1 ST KORDIV (FWD) CONT S&D OP IN QUANG TRI PROV.
(2) OP PAVEWELL TILL 2600G M
(3) OP SHABEB, 2 ND MAR TO 1 S&D OP IN QUANG NAM PROV.
(4) OP DRAGON EYE, AT 080000H 2D BN. (RCNF) 2D BDE
ROKMC WILL BEGIN S&D OP IN AREA BOUNDED BY LI E FROM (BS
500540) TO (BS 512640), SOUTH TO (BS 523755), WEST TO (BS
550745), NORTH TO (BS 500540). DURATION OF OP ABOUT 4 1/2 DAYS.
CENTER OF OP (BS 4863).
(5) OP ARCANGA. BEGIN ING 090000G. 1ST MAR WILL
CO D 2 PHASE S&D OP IN CAN HAI PIL MIC (BT1064) AND VIN
DO 6 AMLET VIC (70 091657). DURATION OF OP (BT1064).
DURATION TO BE ABOUT 6 DAYS.
(6) MAJOR U 07 OPERATIO C

CONFIDENTIAL
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(A) 3D BN, 3D BDE ROKMC CONT S&D OP IN GUANG NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT, AT 100830H 9TH CO VIC CBS 505B2 RECD SA FIRE, RTND SA WITH UNK RESULTS, 4 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 101040H 10TH CO VIC CBS 5575792, 1 RALLIER AT 101445H 7TH CO VIC CBS 5577592, DET BOOYI TRAP, 1 ROKMC KIA, 2 ROKMC WIA MED EVAC, AT 101545H 10TH CO VIC CBS 5557792 RECD SA FIRE FROM 8 VC, RTND SA AND AW, 1 ROKMC KIA, 3 VC KIA (CONF), 3 GAS MASKS CPTRD AT 101600H 7TH CO REC'D NV SA FIRE AND 77MM 60MM FROM VC PLAT VIC CBS 5557592, RTND SA AND AW, CALLED IN ARTY WITH UNK RESULTS, 8 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC), 2 USMC WIA (MED EVAC)

(B) CIR RESULTS: USMC ENEMY (ADJ) 1 KIA 2 VCC

(C) CIR HEL SORTIES: NONE

(D) CIR TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE

(E) CIR MGs: NONE

(F) CIR ARTY: NONE

(X) OF DRAGON EYE

(B) 2D BN, 2D BDE ROKMC CONT S&D OP IN GUANG NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT, AT 100830H 9TH CO VIC CBS 505B2 RECD SA FIRE, RTND SA WITH UNK RESULTS, 4 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 101040H 10TH CO VIC CBS 5575792, 1 RALLIER AT 101445H 7TH CO VIC CBS 5577592, DET BOOYI TRAP, 1 ROKMC KIA, 2 ROKMC WIA MED EVAC, AT 101545H 10TH CO VIC CBS 5557792 RECD SA FIRE FROM 8 VC, RTND SA AND AW, 1 ROKMC KIA, 3 VC KIA (CONF), 3 GAS MASKS CPTRD AT 101600H 7TH CO REC'D NV SA FIRE AND 77MM 60MM FROM VC PLAT VIC CBS 5557592, RTND SA AND AW, CALLED IN ARTY WITH UNK RESULTS, 8 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC), 2 USMC WIA (MED EVAC)

(B) CIR RESULTS: USMC ENEMY (ADJ) 1 KIA 2 VCC

(C) CIR HEL SORTIES: NONE

(D) CIR TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE

(E) CIR MGs: NONE

(F) CIR ARTY: NONE

(X) OF DRAGON EYE

(B) 2D BN, 2D BDE ROKMC CONT S&D OP IN GUANG NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT, AT 100830H 9TH CO VIC CBS 505B2 RECD SA FIRE, RTND SA WITH UNK RESULTS, 4 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 101040H 10TH CO VIC CBS 5575792, 1 RALLIER AT 101445H 7TH CO VIC CBS 5577592, DET BOOYI TRAP, 1 ROKMC KIA, 2 ROKMC WIA MED EVAC, AT 101545H 10TH CO VIC CBS 5557792 RECD SA FIRE FROM 8 VC, RTND SA AND AW, 1 ROKMC KIA, 3 VC KIA (CONF), 3 GAS MASKS CPTRD AT 101600H 7TH CO REC'D NV SA FIRE AND 77MM 60MM FROM VC PLAT VIC CBS 5557592, RTND SA AND AW, CALLED IN ARTY WITH UNK RESULTS, 8 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC), 2 USMC WIA (MED EVAC)

(B) CIR RESULTS: USMC ENEMY (ADJ) 1 KIA 2 VCC

(C) CIR HEL SORTIES: NONE

(D) CIR TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE

(E) CIR MGs: NONE

(F) CIR ARTY: NONE

(X) OF DRAGON EYE

(B) 2D BN, 2D BDE ROKMC CONT S&D OP IN GUANG NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT, AT 100830H 9TH CO VIC CBS 505B2 RECD SA FIRE, RTND SA WITH UNK RESULTS, 4 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 101040H 10TH CO VIC CBS 5575792, 1 RALLIER AT 101445H 7TH CO VIC CBS 5577592, DET BOOYI TRAP, 1 ROKMC KIA, 2 ROKMC WIA MED EVAC, AT 101545H 10TH CO VIC CBS 5557792 RECD SA FIRE FROM 8 VC, RTND SA AND AW, 1 ROKMC KIA, 3 VC KIA (CONF), 3 GAS MASKS CPTRD AT 101600H 7TH CO REC'D NV SA FIRE AND 77MM 60MM FROM VC PLAT VIC CBS 5557592, RTND SA AND AW, CALLED IN ARTY WITH UNK RESULTS, 8 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC), 2 USMC WIA (MED EVAC)

(B) CIR RESULTS: USMC ENEMY (ADJ) 1 KIA 2 VCC

(C) CIR HEL SORTIES: NONE

(D) CIR TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE

(E) CIR MGs: NONE

(F) CIR ARTY: NONE

(X) OF DRAGON EYE
CONFIDENTIAL

CAS FOR PD 110001H TO 112400H WERE: USMC: 1 KIA, 3 WIA;
ENEMY: 5 KIA (CONF), 9 KIA (PROB).

(2) OP PAWNEE III. 2/26TH MAR CONV 3&D OP IN THUA
THIEN PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT. CAS FOR PD 110001H TO 112400H
WERE: USMC: NONE; ENEMY: NONE.

(3) OP SUSTAIN. 9TH MAR FSCONT S&D 50 OP IN QUANG NAM
PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT AT 11015H CO C/1/26 PLAT CBT PTL
VIC (AT075551) RECD 2 RDS SA FIRE FROM VIC (AI082594),
CALLED IN 22 RDS 81MM HE AND FIRED 12 RDS 106MM HE WITH UNK
RESULTS. 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). CAS FOR PD 11030H TO
112400H WERE: USMC: 3? WIA; ENEMY: NONE.

(4) OP ARCADIA. 1/1ST MAR CONT S&D 6 OP IN QUANG NAM
PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT AT 110230H CO M/3/1 PER POS VIC
(BT095687) WAS PROBED BY 6 VC, RTND 9A AND 60RNS, 2 VC KIA
(CONF), AT 110945 CO A SWEET FORCE VIC (BT095353) SEARCHED
CAVE 6 X 2 X 2 1/2 AND FOUND 1 M-1 CARBINE, 2 CART BELTS, 4
MAGS, 5 DIARIES AND MED SUPPLIES. MY 111755h CO K/3/1 VIC
(BT085685) DET MINE, 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 111735H
CO K LZ SCY VIC (BT085685) RECD SA FIRE, RTND 9A WITH UNK
RESULTS, 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC) WHILE SEARCHING HAMLET VIC
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(BT082686) CO C AND D DEST 7 MINES. AT MA MY TAY (1) VIC
(BT125618) CO C AND D DEST 12 TUNNELS AND CAVES, CPTRD 30
LBS MED SUPPLIES, VC PROPAGANDA LEAFLETS, 1 TRANSMIT RADIO,
4 RDS 7.62 AMMO, AND 2 VC WHO INDICATED HAMLET WAS USED AS
VC TRENCH AND STAGING AREA AT 1118007 19'S Y AND M/3/1
CHOPPED OFCON TO PARENT UNIT FROM OP ARCADIA. CAS FOR PD
110001H TO 112400H WERE: USMC: 2 WIA; ENEMY: 2 KIA (CONF),
2 VOC, AND 1 M-1 RIFLE CPTRD.

(5) OP DRAGON EYE. 2D BN, 2D BDE ROKMC OVEY S&D
OP IN QUANG NGOI PROV WITH SIGNIFICANT CONTACT. AT 101900H
7TH CO VIC (BS556790) FOUND 19 VC-KIA (CONF) AS RESULT OF
ARTY AND SA FIRE, 1 M-1 RIFLE, 6 GRENS, 10 RDS SA, 4 CANTIEENS,
4 CART BELTS, 4 PACKS, 1 M-14 BAYONET, 2 NVA CAPS AND 4 SIGHTS
FOR AA GUNS CPTRD. AT 110920h TH CO VIC (BS555578) DET AP MINE,
1 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 111320H BDE HQ RPTD UN-AACFT
VIC (BS559767) ON MED EVAC MSN RECD HV SA FIRE RESULTING IN
BROKEN FUEL LINE AND DAM RADIO, ABORTED MSN AND LANDED AT QUANG
NGOI, NO CAS. ANOTHER UN-AACFT ACCOMPLISHED MED EVAC. AT
111515H 7TH CO VIC (BS551777) OBSR VC MANNING 4 KG POS AND 8
FOXHOLES, FIRED SA AND AW, CALLED IN ARTY, ARMED HELS., AND
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A/S WITH UNK RESULTS, 2 ROKMC KIA, 9 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC).
At 111315H 6TH CO VIC (BS537766) DET BOOBY TRAP, 2 ROKMC WIA
(MED EVAC).
Cas for PD 110001H TO 112400H WERE: ROKMC: 2 KIA, 11 WIA;
ENEMY: 19 KIA (CONF), 4 VCC, 3 VCS, AND 1 WPN.
(6) SIGNIFICANT SMALL UNIT CONTACTS: At 110900H
Co E/2/3 PLAT CBT PTL VIC (AT956468) RECEIVED HV SA FIRE FROM
25 VC, CALLED IN 58 RDS 105MM HE AND 26 RDS 105MM WP, MOVED
TO HILL 22 VIC (AT 953668) AND JOINED UP WITH TKS, CALLED IN
A/S ON VIC WHO HAD MOVED TO VIC (AT956667); SEARCHED AREA,
16 VIC VIC (CONF), 24 VC KIA (PROB); 2500 LBS RICE, 40 VCS
APPREHENDED. DEST BLDGS CONTAINING BATTERIES AND MACHINERY
USED IN MAKING BOOBY TRAPS. ACTION OCCURRED VIC FORTIFIED
HAMLET LE CHAU (5) AND 15 SECONDARY EXPLOSIONS WERE OBSR DURING
A/S.

B. PLANS SUMMARY
(1) OP PRAIRIE. 3D MARDIV (FWD) CONT S&D OP IN QUANG TRI PROV.
(2) OP PRAIRIE III. 2/26TH MAR CONT S&D OP IN THUA THIEN PROV.
(3) OP SHASTA. 9TH MAR CONT S&D OP IN QUANG NAM PROV.
(4) OP ARCADIA. 1ST MAR CONT S&D OP IN QUANG NAM PROV.
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(5) OP DRAGON EYE. 2D BN, 2D BDE ROKMC CONT S&D
OP IN QUANG NGAI PROV.
C. MAJOR UNIT OPERATIONS
(1) OP PRAIRIE. US LOSSES: 172 KIA, 782 WIA, 1 MIA
ENEMY LOSSES: 1222 KIA (CONF), 4553
KIA (PROB), 4 NVAC, 3
VCC, 1 RETURNEE, 15 VCS, 164 WPNs.

UM TAC AIRSTRIKE SORTIES: 3736
CUM RESULTS NAVAL GUNFIRE: MISSIONS FIRED: 164
AMMO EXPENDED:
5"/30: 37 HE, 25 ILLUM
5"/54: 634 HE
8"/55: 1531 HE, 130 ILLUM
TOTAL ROUNDS FIRED: 2357

(2) OP PRAIRIE III. US LOSSES: 1 KIA, 4 WIA
ENEMY LOSSES: 24 KIA (CONF), 9
KIA (PROB), 1 WP.

CUM TAC AIRSTRIKE SORTIES: 15
CUM RESULTS NAVAL CON-FIRE: MISSIONS FIRED: 6
AMMO EXPENDED:

CONFIDENTIAL
CONFIDENTIAL

RUABOL/CTG 79-2

RUIGUAL/CTR 79-3

LTD/CO 2D BDE ROKMC

RUNSH/CO 173D AIRBORNE BDE BTRN NOA RVN

CONFIDENTIAL SECTION ONE OF TWO

III MAF DAILY SYMPH NO 318 FOR PD 140001H TO 142400H NOV 66.

1. OP SUMMARY

1. GENERAL

1) OP PRAIRIE. 3D MARDIV (FWD) WITH 6 INF BNS
3/4, 1/3, 3/3, 5/7--); 2/9 AND 2/5-- CONT SAD OP IN
QUANG TRI PROW WITH LIGHT CONTACT. AT 140830H VK IN SPT
OF CO D/2/75 DET MINE VIC (XD 118988); BLEW TRACK, NO CAS.
(LATE ENTRY) AT 132355H CO I/3/3 SSG AHB DETECTED MOVEMENT
VIC (XD 982974), EXCHANGED CREWS AND SEARCHED AREA, 1 USMC
VIA (MINOR).

CAS FOR PD 140001H TO 142400H WERE: USMC: 1 WIA; ENEMY:
NONE.

2) OP PRAIRIE. 3/25TH MAR CONT SAD OP IN THUA
THIEN PROW WITH NO CONTACT. CAS FOR PD 140001H TO 142400H
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WERE: USMC: NONE; ENEMY: NONE.

3) OP SHASTA. 9TH MAR CONT SAD OP IN QUANG
NAM PROW WITH LIGHT CONTACT. AT
140645H CO C (-) VIC (AT 079592) RECD AW FIRE FROM VIC
(AT 079592) AND (AT 983592), RTND SA AND AW FIRE WITH UNK
RESULTS. 1 USMC WIA (MED ENC), AT 140720H SA FIRE AGAIN
HIT PREVIOUSLY WOUNDED MARINE AND AT 140830H MED ENC HEL
RECD HIT FROM AN VIC (AT 883594) AND MADE FORCED LANDING
AT 140900H, SECOND MED ENC HEL RECD AW FIRE FROM VIC (AT
892994) BUT ACCOMPLISHED RSN, 49 RDS 155MM HE CALLED IN ON
VIC POS WITH UNK RESULTS. CAS FOR PD 140001H TO 142400H
WERE: USMC: 1 WIA; ENEMY: NONE.

4) OP ARCADIUS. 1/1ST MAR TERMINATED SAD OP IN
QUANG NAM PROW AT 141200H WITH LIGHT CONTACT DURING PERIOD.
CAS FOR PD 140001H TO 142400H WERE: USMC: NONE; ENEMY:
NONE.

5) OP DRAGON EYE, 2D BN, 2D BDE ROKMC CONT SAD
OP IN QUANG NAM PROW WITH SIGNIFICANT CONTACT AT 140950H
9TH C/6 VIC (DE 0568832) RECD 1 RDI M-79 FROM VIC (AT 850855),
5 PKNS VIA (MED ENC) AT 141000H 5TH CO VIC (85588303)
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RECEIVED FROM RECON, NUMBER VC, SEND ON FIRE WITH UNK.
RESULT: 1 KIA, 1 WIA (MED EVAC), AT ABOUT
141100H, 3D BN ASSUMED RESPONSIBILITY FOR OP DRAGON EYE.
AT 141600H, 7TH AND 5TH CO, WHILE LEAVING UNK, RECON
SA, AW, AND 50M FROM VC PLANT, RTPD 50 AND AW, CALLED
IN 215H AND 105MM AND Fought THEIR WAY TO HWY 1 AND RTPD
TO TAC POSITE FROM 141800H TO 141700H, 2D AND 6TH
O, ALSO
DEPARTING UNK, RECON SA, AW, AND 50M FROM VC CO, (45,5)
- - - - - -
7 KIA, 11 WIA (MED EVAC). AAS FOR PD 140000H
TO 142400H, VIRE: ROYMC: 8 KIA, 15 WIA; ENEMY: NONE.
B. PLANS SUMMARY
(1) OP PRAIRIE, 3D MAR DIV (FWD) CONT S&D OP IN QUANG TRI PROVINCE.
(2) OP PANNE III, 2/26TH MAR CONT S&D OP IN THUY
THIEN PROVINCE.
(3) OP DRAGON EYE, 3D BN, 2D DDE ROYMC CONT S&D
OP IN QUANG BAU PROVINCE.
(4) OP SHASTA, 9TH CAR CONT S&D OP IN QUANG MAN PROVINCE.
C. MAJOR UNIT OPERATIONS
(1) OP PRAIRIE. US LOSSES: 172 KIA, 787 WIA, 1 MIA

CUM TAC AIRSTRIKE SORTIES: 108
CUM RESLTS NAVAL SURFIRE: MISSIONS FIRED: 167
AMMO EXPENDED:
5"/38: 27 HE, 25 ILLUM
5"/54: 634 HE
8"/55: 1816 HE, 130 ILLUM
TOTAL ROUNDS FIRED: 2462
(2) OP PANNE III. US LOSSES: 1 KIA, 5 WIA
ENEMY LOSSES: 24 KIA (CONF), 72
KIA (PROB), 1 WPN.
CUM TAC AIRSTRIKE SORTIES: 16
CUM RESLTS NAVAL SURFIRE: MISSION FIRED 6
AMMO EXPENDED:
TOTAL ROUNDS FIRED: 63
17 OF KIA, 22 WIA LOSSES: 2 KIA, 45 WIA
SECRET
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3 VCC
9 VCS
5 WPNS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 18

(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 3

(E) CUM NFO: NONE

(F) CUM RTY:

(I) MISSIONS: 39

(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 1317

(4) OP DRAGON EYE

(A) 3D BN, 2D BDE ROKMC CONT S4D CP IN QUANG

NGAI PROV UTH LIGHT CONTACT. AT 170530H 2D CO VIC (BS 570762) REC'D 100 RDS SA FIRE FROM 2 VC SQDS, RTND SA AND AW, 1 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 170720H 11TH CO VIC (BS 515701) REC'D 100 RDS SA FIRE, RTND SA AND AW WITH UNK RESULTS, 1 ROKMC KIA, 1 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 170800H 9TH CO VIC (BS 552763) REC'D SA FIRE FROM VC SQD, RTND SA AND AW, 2 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 170915H 11TH CO VIC (BS 515842) REC'D SA AND AW FIRE, RTND SA AND AW, 1 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC) AT 170925H 9TH CO VIC (BS 551703) REC'D SA FIRE.
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FIRE FROM VC SQD, RTND SA, AW, AND GREN., 1 ROKMC KIA, AT 171305H 9TH CO VIC (BS 553763) DEST VC BAMBOO BOATS AT 171415H 9TH CO VIC (BS 567765) REC'D 30 RDS AW FIRE, RTND SA AND AW, 2 ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC).

(B) CUM RESULTS: ROKMC KIA 40 KIA (CONF)

3 WIA
21 WIA
65 WIA
5 VCS
4 WPNS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 332

(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 22

(E) CUM NFO:

(I) MISSIONS: 51

(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 214

(F) CUM RTY:

(I) MISSIONS: 636

(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 3723

B. SPECIAL OPS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 332

(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 22

(E) CUM NFO:

(I) MISSIONS: 51

(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 214

(F) CUM RTY:

(I) MISSIONS: 636

(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 3723

B. SPECIAL OPS
DIRECT
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15 KIA 17 KIA (CONF)
(ADJ) 50 KIA 46 KIA (PROB)
3 VCC 9 VCS
5 WPNS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 4
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: NONE
(E) CUM NGF: NONE
(F) CUM ARTY:

(1) MISSIONS: 34
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 689
(4) OP DRAGON EYE

(A) 3D BN, 2D BDE ROKMC CONF & OP IN QUANG
NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT AT 161000 10LP CG VIC (BS
512815) RECD SA KIA FROM 5 VC, RTND SA AND AW WITH NEGR
RESULTS AT 161245H 11THICG VIC (BS 519805) OBSR AND KIA
SA AT 1 VC, 1 VC KIA (CONF); AT 161245H AND 161445H 11TH
CO VIC (BS 511802) CONFISCATED 600 KILOS OF RICE.
(B) CUM RESULTS: USMC I ROKMC ANEVY
8 8 3 WIA 19 KIA 1 40 KIA (CONF) (ADJ)
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8 8 6 WIA

8 8

8 8

18VCC
6 RALLIERS
3 VCS
4 WPNS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 678
(D) CUM AIR SORTIES: 20
(E) CUM NGF:

(1) MISSIONS: 21
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 123
(F) CUM ARTY:

(1) MISSIONS: 526
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 3423

B. SPECIAL OPS

(1) COUNTY FAIR
(2) CTY FR 9-33
(2) 160600H/CONT
(2) BICH BAC VIC (AT 986635)
(3) CO D/1-26 (3D REINF) ARVN 1ST CO, 51ST ARVN
(4) TO SEPARATE VC INFRASTRUCTURE FROM
VILLAGERS AND PROMOTE GOOD WILL TOWARDS USN AND USMC FORCES.
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(b) ARTILLERY FIRED ONE MISSION
IN SUPPORT OF THE OPERATION
DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD.

(c) CUMULATIVE RESULTS
USMC ENEMY
11 KIA 17 KIA (CONF)
50 WIA (ADJ) 46 KIA (PROB)

NS 7 VCS
5 WPNS.

(a) OPERATION DRAGON EYE

(a) THIRD BATTALION, SECOND BRIGADE,
ROKMC, CONTINUED SEARCH AND DESTROY OPERATIONS
IN QUANG NGAI PROVINCE WITH LIGHT CONTACT.
AT 1245H, ONE VC SURRENDERED TO THIRD
BATTALION COMMAND POST PERSONNEL LOCATED AT (BS 500755),
TWENTY MILES SOUTH OF CHU LAI. AT 1330H, THE
ELEVENTH CO OPERATING SEVENTEEN MILES
SOUTH OF CHU LAI (BS 537802), RECEIVED
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AUTOMATIC WEAPONS FIRE FROM AN UNDETERMINED
NUMBER OF VC. THE FIRE WAS RETURNED BY
SMALL ARMS AND AUTOMATIC WEAPONS WITH
UNCONFIRMED RESULTS. TWO ROK MARINES
WERE WIA (MED EVAC). AT 1425H,
IN THE SAME AREA, THE ELEVENTH CO AGAIN EXCHANGED
SMALL ARMS FIRE WITH VIET CONG.
ONE ROK MARINE WAS WIA (MED EVAC). AT
1500H, TWO VC SURRENDERED TO THE ROK MARINES
AT (BS 528865), TWENTY-FIVE MILES SOUTH OF CHU
LAI. AT 1520H, THE ELEVENTH CO
EXCHANGED SMALL ARMS FIRE, WITH GUERRILLAS.
ONE ROK MARINE WAS WIA (MED EVAC). THE EFFECTS OF THE
FIRE ON THE ENEMY WERE UNKNOWN.

(b) SUPPORT RENDERED IN ASSISTANCE TO OPERATION
DRAGON EYE CONSISTED OF ARTILLERY FIRING SIXTY
MISSIONS EXPENDING FIVE HUNDRED FOURTEEN
ROUNDS, AND THREE NAVAL GUNFIRE MISSIONS
WHICH EXPENDED FORTY SIX ROUNDS. FIXED WING AIRCRAFT FLOW
THREE SORTIES AND HELICOPTERS.
SECRET

A. CUMULATIVE RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>USMC</th>
<th>ROHC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 WIA</td>
<td>19 KIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56 WIA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ENEMY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36 KIA (CONF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 VCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 RALLIERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 VCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 WPNs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. SPECIAL OPERATIONS

(1) STING RAY OPERATIONS. STING RAY 1 MD 7121 OPERATING TWENTY FIVE MILES SOUTH OF DANANG (AT 9537), REPORTED THREE SIGHTINGS TOTALING TWENTY NINE VC.

(2) GOLDEN FLEECE 7-2, TEN MILES SOUTH OF CHU LAI, TERMINATED AT 141600H. CO E, AND CO M, SEVENTH MARINES WITH LOCAL POPULAR FORCES PROTECTED A DAILY AVERAGE OF FOUR HUNDRED VN FARMERS WHILE THE VN HARVESTED A TOTAL OF FIFTY-TONS OF RICE.

C. INDIVIDUAL UNIT ACTIVITY

(1) DONG HA. THE THIRD MARINE DIVISION (FWD) CONTINUED OPERATION PRAIRIE. SEE PARA A(1).
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(2) HUE PHU BAI.

(A) FIRST BATTALION, FOURTH MARINES (REINF), AT 0200H, COMBINED ACTION COMPANY A-10, S COMMAND POST, LOCATED EIGHT MILES SOUTHEAST OF HUE PHU BAI (YD 966064), RECEIVED SMALL ARMS, AUTOMATIC WEAPONS AND 60MM MORTAR FIRE FROM A VC PLATOON. ARTILLERY ILLUMINATION WAS CALLED, AND THE FIRES WERE RETURNED WITH UNCONFIRMED RESULTS. FOUR MARINES WERE WIA (THREE MED EVAC); ONE MEMBER OF THE POPULAR FORCES WAS WIA (MED EVAC).

(B) SECOND BATTALION (-), TWENTY SIXTH MARINES. ENGAGED IN OPERATION PAVNEE III.

(C) THIRD RECONNAISSANCE BATTALION. ENGAGED IN STING RAY OPERATIONS.

(3) DANANG TAOK.

(A) DANANG DEFENSE COMMAND. AT 0920H, AN OUTPOST MANNED BY A PLATOON FROM COMBINED ACTION COMPANY G75, LOCATED TWO MILES SOUTH OF DANANG (BT 048734), CHALLENGED TWO VCS IN A K.

AT, WHEN THE OCCUPANTS FAILED TO RESPOND TO THE CHALLENGE AND ATTEMPTED TO ESCAPE, THE OUTPOST OPENED FIRE WITH SMALL ARMS WOUNDING ONE MD.
RUABQ/CTG 79.2
RUMQUAI/CTG 79.5
ZEN/CG 2D BDE ROKMC
RUMSBH/CG 173D AIRBORNE BDE BIEN HOA RVN
BY
SSC ONFIDENTIAL SECTION ONE OF TWO
III MAF DAILY SITREP NR 532 FOR PD 190001H TO 192400H NOV66

1. OP SUMMARY
A. GENERAL
(1) OP PRAIRIE. 3D MARDIV (FWD) WITH 6 INF BNS
(3/4, 1/3, 3/3, 2/3(-), 2/9, AND 25(-)) CONT S&D OP IN
QUANG TRI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT AT 191010H CO 6/2/5
SQD CBT PTL RECD SA FIRE FROM 3 NVA VIC (YD12324), SRTND
SA AND ASL TDENEMY FLED TO VIC (YD120524). PTL ASLTD AGAIN,
3 NVA KIA (CONF). 1 K-50, WITH 4 MAGS. 1 LMG WITH DRUM MAGS,
ROKMC GRENS, 3 CANTEENS. 1 PACK. 5 NVA UNIFORMS AND
PERSONAL GEAR CPTRD. AT 191950H CO F/2/5 ANB POS VIC (65
144687), OBSR 3 VC, FIRED SA AND SEARCHED AREA, 1 VC KIA
(PROB). 1 M-14, 1 COOLIE HAT CPTRD. VN CIV BEING ASSISTED
BY 2/9TH MAR UNITS IN RELOCATING FROM MAI LOC TO REFUGEE

PAGE THREE RUMNF 1590 CONFIDENTIAL
CENTER AT CAM LO HAVE EXPRESSED GRATITUDE AT BEING FREED
FROM VC CONTROL AND STATE THEY DO NOT DESIRE TO RETURN TO VIL.
CAS FOR PD 190001H TO 192400H WERE: USMC: NONE; ENEMY:
31 (B- (CONF). IEKIA (PROB). 3 WPNS CPTRD.
(2) OP PAWNEE III. 2/25TH MAR CONT S&D OP IN THUA
THIEN PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT. CAS FOR PD 190001H TO 192400H
WERE: USMC: NONE; ENEMY: NONE
(3) OP SHASTA. 9TH MAR TERN S&D OP IN QUANG NAM
PROV AT 191800H WITH LIGHT CONTACT DURING PERIOD. FROM
190847H TO 191200H CO C SQD CBT PTL VIC (AT974599) CHECKED
AREA OF 15NOV A/2, DEST 105MM RD RIGGED AS MINE. 1 USMC
WIA (MINOR) WHEN MINE BLO W. AT 191400H CO S/126 S&D VIC
(AT982664). RECD 250 RDS SA FIRE AND AT 191530H RECD 6 RDS
50MM, RTNLD 950 RDS CO3A. 30 RDS M-79, 20 RDS M-72 AND 7 RDS
90MM, CALLED IN A/S AND 35 RDS 105MM ON BUNKER VIC (AT
975397). 1 USMC WIA, 6 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). 5 VC KIA
(CONF). 1 BUNKER DEST. 2 TUNNELS UNCOVERED. 8 STRUCT DEST
AND
51 54715. CAS FOR PD 190001 59 192400H WERE: USMC:
1 WIA, 7 WIA; ENEMY: 5 KIA (CONF). 1 VC.
(4) OP DRAGON EYE. 5D BN. 2D BUDD ROKMC CONT S&D
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(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 1577
(3) OP DRAGON EYE
(A) 1ST B , 2D BDE ROKMC CONT S&D OP IN GUANG
M
AI PROV WITH SIGNIFICANT CONTACT AT 2000:00 H 9TH CO VIC
(BS 561774) WAS ATKD BY 1 VC BN FIRING SA, AW, AND MORT,
RTND SA, AW, MORTS, AND CALLED IN ARTY, BATTLE LASTED FOR
2 1/2 HOURS, SEARCHED AREA THROUGHOUT DAY, 11 ROKMC KIA, 18
ROKMC WIA (MED EVAC), 91 VC KIA (CONF), 28 VC KIA (PROB), 1
VCC, 1 MACHINE GUN, 2 AUTO RIFLES, 2 M-1'S, 2 M-2 CARBINES,
5 USSR RIFLES, 1 SMG, 110 GREN, APPROX 3000 RDS SA
AMMO ANE 300 JUNGLE KITS.
(0) CUM RESULTS: USMC ROKMC ENEMY
ROKMC 37 KIA 143 KIA (CONF)
37 WIA 28 KIA (PROB)
94 WIA 28 KIA (PROB)
(ADJ 5 KIA 2 VCC
AND 11 WIA
FROM 14NOV) 6 RALLIERS
5 VCS

SECRET
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(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 5
(E) CUM HGF:
(1) MISSIONS: 94
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 344
(F) CUM ARTY:
(1) MISSIONS: 898
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 4,664
(4) OF RTO BLANCO
(A) ANE: RIO BLANCO
(B) TACTICAL COMMANDER: 7TH MARINES
(C) USMC U IYS: 1/7TH MAR (-) TREINF (CO'S)
(D) C. D. AND CO H/3/7, 3/11TH MAR, PLAT CO C 1ST AT BN.
(E) 1ST RECON BN, 2D ARVN DIV, 2D BDE ROKRNC, CIDG
(F) FORCES FROM HA THANH.
(G) ARVN UNIT: 164 AND 3/4 APC, 2/5 ARVN.
(H) 1ST, 37TH, AND 39TH RANGER BN, 5 CIDG CO'S.
(I) OTHER UNITS: 2D BDE ROIKNC.
(J) ENEMY SITUATION: 1ST VC REGT OPERATING IN AREA.
(K) AREA OF OPERATIONS: SEE MY HIST SUM 323
(L) DTG INITIATED: 201240H NOV 66
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(X) DTG TERMINATED: N/A
(Y) TYPE OF CP: S&D
(Z) PURPOSE: SEARCH OUT AND DESTROY ENEMY PERSONNEL AND SUPPLIES IN AREA OS OP.
(A) 7TH MARINES BEGAN S&D CP IN COORD WITH 2D ARVN DIV, 2D BDE ROKRNC, AND HA THANH CIDG FORCES IN QUANG NGOI PROV AT 201240H WHEN CO D/1/7 LISTED INTO LZ VIC (BS 426753). AT 200645H ONIOS IN 3/11 CONVOY MOVING TO POS DET
(B) MINE AND TURNED OVER VIC (BS 94720), 1 USMC KIA, 2 USMC VIA
(C) MED evac AT 201430H CO H/3/7 VIC (BS 442761) REC'D 50
(D) RDS AW FIRE FROM VC SQD, RTND 250 RDS SA AND M-79, CALLED
(E) IN ARTY WITH UNK RESULTS, 1 USMC VIA (MED evac). AT 201530H
(F) CO D VIC (BS 43572) DET MINE, 4 USMC VIA (MED evac).
(G) CUM RESULTS: USMC ENEMY
(H) 1 KIA 1 VCS
(I) 7 VIA
(J) CUM HEL SORTIES: 892
(K) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 45
(L) CUM HGF: NONE
(M) CUM ARTY: NOT AVAILABLE
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(1) MISSION: 167
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 2462
(F) CUM ARMY:
(1) MISSION: 8029
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 8,101
(2) OP PAPINE III
(A) 20,000 TAP CONT S&D OP IN THA PHUKET AF
WITH LIGHT CONTACT. AT 211145C TTL PLAT P WTC CAL
337035. OPTED 1 VCC WIA (MED EVAC), AT 211403C CO 32/224
PLAT P/ VGS (AV 8202038) REC 10 VICS ON FIRE FROM UNK
DIRECTION, NO FIRE RTND. NO CAS.
(B) CUM RESULTS: USMC ENEMY:
1 KIA 56 WIA (CONF)
10 WIA 56 KIA (PROB) (CONF)
1 VCC
1 WIA
3 WNS
(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 20
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 18
(E) CUM NGF:

SECRET
SECRET

9644A 1 VIA OPP.
VNC
RAILHEAD
VCT
17 WPNS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 1230
(D) CUM VAC AIR SORTIES: 5
(E) CUM VGA:
(1) MISSIONS: 94
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 344
(F) CUM ARTY:
(1) MISSIONS: 98
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 4929
(4) OP RD BLANCO

(A) TH PR CONT S&D OP IN CHANG NGAI PROJ.
WITH LIGHT CONTACT AT 2100 CO D 17 PLT AND FTU VCT.
(BS-20750) REC'D 20 RDS SA FIRE FROM 2 VC VCT (BS429753),
RTD 48 RDS SA, 1 USMC VIA MED EVAC AT 211005 CO
WRD 153MM GUN PLT VICT (BS450244) FIRED IN 4 VC VICT (BS
307797), 3 VC KIA (PROB). IN 211355 CO L-1 VC VCT (BS
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440778 DISCOVERED 20 M TRUCK WITH 1 VC GAS D3X AND 5 RDS
7,62MM AT 211045H CMD GRP 47 VICT (BS429753) REC'D 10 RDS
SA FIRE FROM UNK NUMBER VC VICT (BS429753), RTND 30 RDS SA
WITH UNK RESULTS. 1 USMC VIA MED EVAC AT 211005 CO
WRTD VC VICT (BS450244) REC'D 20 RDS 6MM AND SA FIRE. 1 USMC VIA
MED EVAC AT 211100H CMD GRP 37 VICT (BS429753) REC'D 27 RDS
SA FIRE FROM UNK NUMBER VC VICT (BS429753), RTND 100 RDS
SA, 6 32MM 3.5" RKT VP. AND 9 RDS 81MM. 1 USMC VIA MED EVAC,

WRTD 153MM GUN PLT VICT (BS429753) REC'D 100 RDS SA, 1 VC KIA (PROB). AT 211355 REC'D 3 VC VICTS (BS429753), 2 VC KIA
(9644), CALLED IN ARTY. 6 VC KIA (PROB). AT 211435H REC'D 1 VC OBSR 6 VC VT
ARTY, 3 VC KIA (PROB). AT 211535H REC'D 2 VC OBSR 6 VC VT
ARTY, 3 VC KIA (PROB). AT 211635H REC'D 1 VC OBSR 6 VC VT
REC'D 1 VC OBSR 4 VC VICT (BS429753), CALLED IN ARTY, 6 VC
KIA (PROB). 2 VC KIA (PROB). AT 211435H REC'D 2 VC OBSR 6 VC VT
455773 OBSR AND FIRED 10 32MM VP. AT 211435H REC'D 2 VC VT
3 VCS. + 1 BS RICE, 1 GRAY UNIFOR CITY. 1 HUPPORTED 5

737777 VICT (BS429753) REC'D 1000 VI 2000 SD AND BGS A 400
AS 300 37 TRAPS 15 FT APART AND SURROUNDED BY HILL AT E
BOMBS DROPPED IN PLACE, 1 USMC VIA MED EVAC.

(B) CRK RESULTS: USMC ETC.
SECRET

(1) MISSIONS: 8443
(2) AMX EXPENDED: 25,979
(3) OP PANNE III
(4) 2/26TH MAR CONT SBD OP IN THUA THIEN
PCOV WITH NO CONTACT.
(B) COM RESULTS: USMC ENEMY

KIA
15 KIA (CONF)

WIA
10 WIA 50% KIA (PROB)

KIA
95 VCS

H. VPS

(C) COM KEL. SORTIES: 20
(D) COM TAC AIR SORTIES: 16
(E) COM NCF:
(F) COM ARTY
(G) MISSION: 17
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 129
(N) COM ARTY
(I) MISSIONS: 856
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 1707
(3) OP DRAGON YE
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-A) 1ST BN, 2D BDE ROMC CONT SBD OP IN QUANG
NGAI FROG WITH LIGHT CONTACT AT 221000H 1ST CO VIC (BS
443763) FOUND CAVE, SEARCHED AND FOUND 3 CC KIA (CONF)
(2) GREN, 50 RDS SA AMMO, 2 POUCHES AND 1 VN FLAG, AT 220850H
2 USMC A-4 ACFT STRUCK ENEMY POS VIC (BS 543774), (BS 447687)
AND (BS 357689), 4 VC KIA (PROB)
(B) COM RESULTS: USMC ROMC ENEMY

KIA
38 KIA 14% KIA (CONF)

WIA
96 WIA 35 KIA (PROB)

KIA
2 VCS

6 RALLIERS

VCS

17 WPS

(C) COM KEL. SORTIES: 226
(D) COM TACAIR SORTIES: 63
(E) COM NCF:
(F) COM ARTY
(G) MISSION: 54
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 344
(F) COM ARTY
(G) MISSION: 176
(1) MISSIONS: 179
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 2,635
(F) CUM ARTY:
(1) MISSIONS: 8877
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 26,983
(2) OP PAWNEE III
(A) 2/26TH MAR CONT S&D OP IN THUA THIEN PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT. AT 231325H RECON FTL OBSR BOAT UNLOADING SUPPLIES VIC (AU 838069), CALLED IN A/S AND SUNX BOAT, CO E/2/26 HELILIFTED INTO AREA AND REC'D SA IN LZ BUT TOOK NO CAS. AT 231530H CO E OBSR 2 VC ENTER CAVE VIC (AU 835049), CAVE DEST WITH EXPLOS, 2 VC KIA (PROB). AT 231815H CO H/2/26 DEST SERIES OF PUNJI PITS LOCATED VIC (AU 820064), AT 231830H CO E/2/26 SEARCHING VIC (AU 829068), FOUND 100 LBS OF RICE, 2 BOTTLES OF MEDICINE, 50 BLASTING CAPS, 1 BOX OF MILITARY CLOTHING, AND INDIVIDUAL EQUIP.
(B) CUM RESULTS: USMC ENEMY
1 KIA 25 KIA (CONF)
10 WIA 52 KIA (PROB)
1 VCC

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 20
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 16
(E) CUM NGF:
(1) MISSIONS: 17
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 129
(F) CUM ARTY
(1) MISSIONS: 893
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 1781

(3) DRAGON EYE
(A) 1ST BN, 2D ADE ROXMC CONT S&D OP IN QUANG NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT. AT 231100H 1ST CO VIC (BS 540788) OBSR AND FIRED SA AT 1 VC, 1 VC KIA (CONF). AT 231140H 1ST CO VIC (BS 540782) OBSR AND FIRED SA AT 1 VC, 1 VC KIA (CONF), 1 PACK, 1 Poncho, AND SA AMMO CPTRD. AT 231335H 2ND CO VIC (BS 522765) REC'D SA FIRE, HTND SA AND PURSUED, 2 VC KIA (CONF).
(B) CUM RESULTS: USMC: ROXMC: ENEMY
4 WIA 38 KIA 148 KIA (CONF)
SECRET
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(C) Cum NEP Sorties: 1361
(D) Cum TAC Air Sorties: 68
(E) Cum NGF:
(1) Missions: 94
(2) Ammos Expended: 344
(F) Cum ARTY:
(1) Missions: 1154
(2) Ammos Expended: 5,368

(OP RIO BLANCO)

(A) 7TH MAR CONT S&D OP IN QUANG NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT. AT 230000 H CO C/1/1 PER POS VIC (BS 46787) REC'D 25 RDS SA FIRE FROM 3 VC VIC (BS 461787), RND 20 RDS SA FIRE, CALLED IN 9 RDS 81MM HE WITH UNK RESULTS. AT 230900 H CO M/3/7 S&D OP VIC (BS 443761) OBSR 1 VC VIC (BS 447762), FIRED 20 RDS SA WITH NEG RESULTS. AT 230900 H CO C/1/1 S&D OP VIC (BS 46787) OBSR 7 VC VIC (BS 46787), FIRED 60 RDS SA AND SEARCHED AREA WITH NEG RESULTS. AT 231045 H CO M/3/7 S&D OP VIC (BS 443761) dest 1 RD M-26 GRENS.

(C) Cum Results USMC Enemy ST
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30 VCS.
177 WPNS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 5301
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 4206
(E) CUM NGF:
(1) MISSIONS: 189
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 2796
(F) CUM ARTY:
(1) MISSIONS: 9271
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 28,833
(2) OP PINEE III.
(A) CUM RESULTS USMC ENEMY 1 KIA 25 KIA (CONF)
(10 WIA 52 KIA (PROB)
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1 VCC
51 VCS
3 WPNS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 22
(D) CUM TAC AIR SORTIES: 16
(E) CUM NGF:
(1) MISSIONS: 17
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 129
(F) CUM ARTY
(1) MISSIONS: 735
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 1825

(D) CUM RESULTS USMC ENEMY 1 KIA 25 KIA (CONF)
10 WIA 52 KIA (PROB)

1ST BN, 2D BDE ROKMC CONT S&D OP IN QUANG EYE.
(A) CTRD AT 240949H RECON PTL VIC (BS 515773) CPTRD 4 VCS,
(S) OBSR 1 VC MOVING AWAY FROM PLAT, FIRED SA, 1 VC KIA (CONF). 1 ROKMC UTIL UNIFORM CPTRD AT 241039H 35 1:0:51 (BS 508757) CPTRD 3 VCS/149. 240510H TO 240815H VIC (BS 508755) 2 JSNC A-4 ACFT CONV A/S RESULTING IN 4 VC KIA (PROB).
SECRET

FROM 240925H TO 240930H VIC (BS 496755) 2 USMC A74 ACFT COND A/S RESULTING IN 6 VC KIA (CONF). FROM 240940H TO 240945H 1 NVA SURRENDERED CARRYING 1 CHICOM AK RIFLE, 5A RDS SA AMMO AND 1 GRENADE.

241000H 2ND CO VIC (BS 505748) C/TRD 1 VC. FROM 241020H TO 241055H 2 USMC A-4 ACFT COND A/S ON VC TRP CONCENTRATION VIC (17 540789) RESULTING IN 4 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241135H TO 241140H 2 USMC A-4 ACFT COND A/S ON VC BASE CAMP VIC (BS 678909) RESULTING IN 6 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241135H TO 241140H 2 USMC F-4C ACFT COND A/S ON VC TRP CONCENTRATION VIC (BS 340789) RESULTING IN 2 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241145H TO 241150H 2 USMC F-4 ACFT COND A/S ON TRENCHES VIC (BS 545794) RESULTING IN 4 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241150H TO 241155H 2 USMC A-4 ACFT COND A/S VIC (BS 678090) RESULTING IN 2 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241220H TO 241240H 2 USMC A/C COND VS VIC TRP CONCENTRATION VIC (BS 678909) RESULTING IN 2 VC KIA (PROB) FROM 241245H TO 241250H RESULTING IN 2 VC KIA (PROB). FROM 241220H TO 241240H 2 USMC F-4 ACFT COND A/S VIC (BS 545794) RESULTING IN 2 VC KIA (CONF). FROM 241220H TO 241240H 2 USMC F-4 ACFT COND A/S VIC (BS 545794) RESULTING IN 2 VC KIA (CONF). FROM 241220H TO 241240H 2 USMC F-4 ACFT COND A/S VIC (BS 545794) RESULTING IN 2 VC KIA (CONF). FROM 241220H TO 241240H 2 USMC F-4 ACFT COND A/S VIC (BS 545794) RESULTING IN 2 VC KIA (CONF).

(B) CUM RESULTS: USMC 38 KIA 96 WIA ROKMC 151 KIA (CONF) 61 KIA (PROB)
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7 R'LLIERS

(C) CUM HEL SORTIES: 1576
(D) CUM IAC AIR SORTIES: 91
(E) CUM NGF:
(1) MISSIONS: 94
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 344
(F) CUM ARY:
(1) MISSIONS: 1244
(2) AMMO EXPENDED: 2576

(4) OP RIO BLANCO

(17) 3RD MAR CO IN QUANG NGAI PROV WITH LIGHT CONTACT AT 240920H CO B/1/7 S&D OP VIC (BS 437770) RECON 2 RDS SA FIRE FROM UNK DIRECTION. SEARCH AREA WITH NEG RESULTS. 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 241100H CO B/1/7 V/C (BS 438774) RECON 3 RDS SA FIRE FROM VIC (BS 459775). RTND 50 RDS SA AND CALLED IN ARMY WITH UNK RESULTS. 1 USMC WIA (MED EVAC). AT 241220H CO D/1/7 PER POS VIC (BS 479791) 1 MARINE DET UNK TYPE EXPLOS DEVICE, 1 USMC WIA BT
SECRET
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5E KM AGUS

1) MISSION 06

2) AMMO LANDING ZONE

3) CUM PRIOR

4) MISSIONS: 1/88

5) FALL EXPLAINED... - - C.C.

6) 7TH MISSION SA OPEN ONG MILE PROW W/CH

SIGNIFICANT CONTACT AT 0358Z: 7 BLOCKING FORCE ENGAGED FROM WTC

S 51800 10 BS 508655) REDD SA FIRE AND 6 RCS 5K2000

10G VC ATTEMPTING TO BREAK THROUGH POS. GND S.S. FRONT AND

CALLED IN QM 1 USMC KIA, 24 USMC VIA. 23 VC KIA COPPER

1 VC WIA, 5 VC VIA FROM 1 VCC. 2 VCC. 1 VCC. 1 VC SUB CO CORRSD

SEARCHING: HOUSE VC VIA 548071 UNRECORDED VCC. CARD

PACKS: 1 SUITCASE FILLED WITH PROPAGANDA DEVICES AND 2 VALS.

AT 251800hr RESUPPLY OF 1ST FD. ARR VC VIA BS 508655

REM 15 RCS SA FIRE, GND 75 RCS STAND 2. KICD 5 STICK WITH

UNK RESULTS

B) CUT RESUPPLY 4 KIA 49 KIA AGUS
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44 WIA 23 KIA (PROB)

1 VC

12 VCC

C) CUM VEL SORTIES: 588

D) CUM TOT AIR SORTIES 98

E) M. W. BUDY

Q: MISSIONS 8

Q) AMMO EXPENDED: 186

Q) CUM KIA:

F) MISSIONS: 220

Q: MISSIONS 220

B: SPECIAL OPS

Q) COUNTRY FAIR

Q) CITY OF 9-8

Q: 1434500014514900 1450710

Q) NC NEL MORTS VCC UNRECORDED

Q) CUM VEL 4 KIA AGUS 49 KIA

CUM VEL: KIA, WIA, MORTS, KIA, WIA, MORTS

CUM NC VEL RCUS 4 KIA 49 KIA

DE...
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MACV4721
TELECON ITEM 1218/66
O 272213Z NOV 66
FM COMUSMACV
TO NMCC
CINCPAC
INFO ZEN/CG III MAF
ZEN/CG I FFORCEV
ZEN/CG II FFORCEV
ZEN/COMNAVFORV
ZEN/SA IV CORPS
ZEN/CMDR 7TH AIR FORCE
BT
CONFIDENTIAL CCN 51112 FROM: MACCOC3
SUBJ: TELECON (U)
1. (U) I, II, III, IV - CIZ - ALL OPNS CONT W/O
SIGNIFICANT CONTACT REPID.
2. (C) I CIZ
A. OPN DRAGON EYE: A ONE BN 2D BDE ROKMC TAOR S/D
OPN IN QUANG NGAI PROV VIC BS5480 COMM 090800H NOV TERM 271600H NOV.
FINAL RES: FRD: 38 KIA, 101 WIA (INCL 4 USMC); VC: 154 KIA, 4 VCC,
21 VCS, 7 RALLIERS, 23 I/WPNS AND 1 C/S WPNS CPTRD.

B. OPN RIO BLANCO: TERM 271800H. FINAL RESULTS:
RESULTS: FRD: 6 KIA, 45 WIA; VC: 51 KIA, 8 VCC, 22 VCS.
GP-4
BT